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Richard Beverley
Managing Partner - Birmingham

"Managing Partner Richard Beverley continues to be active in the
retail sector, where clients range from major supermarkets to
fashion boutiques."
(The Legal 500)

 0345 634 2577       richard.beverley@freeths.co.uk

Richard leads our Birmingham office and specialises in complex real estate transactions, as well as professional
indemnity matters concerning real estate professionals in particular.

Richard works with a wide range of clients in the retail sector. He is an experienced commercial lawyer, praised
for his sound commercial advice, attention to detail and friendly manner. Richard was also instrumental in
establishing FC Retail – a dedicated service at Freeths, tailored to offer specialised legal expertise to retail clients.

Richard is an Accredited Mediator and is listed as a Recommended lawyer in the Legal 500 (2022 edition).

Legal Services

Dispute Resolution

Richard brings 30 years of experience to the resolution of disputes involving professionals and is regularly
involved in technical disputes in relation to building and construction as well as tax issues. He is an accredited
mediator, undertaking mediations which require Real Estate expertise in particular.

Selected Cases

Richard acted on behalf of Gant (UK) Limited in respect of their recent relocation of their UK Headquarters
to Holborn in London, as well as on their opening of new stores on Regent Street and at St Pancras in
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London and those in new retail developments in Leeds and Oxford.
Richard represented a Developer Client in respect of a large scale lane assembly site in the North West,
which will constitute a residential let (900 new homes) mixed use development in conjunction with the
adjoining landowner.
Richard is currently acting on behalf of Birmingham based food export specialists Y International on their
£15 million move to new headquarters following the acquisition of the new site and construction of
buildings to house their offices and logistics operation.

Real Estate

Selected Cases

Richard has led a number of large/complex Real Estate projects recently to include the acquisition and
development of a large residential led sites, representing Developers and landowners in large scale
Promotion Agreements, to include town centre extensions and the acquisition of Shopping Centres on
behalf of institutional investors and Local Authorities. He is particularly experienced in leading multi-
disciplinary teams in relation to transactions to include planning, construction, tax and funding.
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